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Studies: Book Review Index by title of the book reviewed

book review index
by title of the book reviewed
an abundant life the memoirs of hugh B brown ed edwin brown firmage
reviewed by poll richard D 1988 283120
alternative altars unconventional and eastern spirituality in america by
robert S ellwood jr reviewed by palmer spencer J 1981 212250
america BC ancient settlers in the new world by barry fell reviewed by
sorenson john L 1977 173373
utah jor
the americanization of utahfor
for statehood by gustive 0 larson reviewed by
lyon thomas edgar 1971 12113
1211388
mormonism by milton V backman jr
american religions and the rise of
ofmormonism
reviewed by bushman richard L 1966 72161
72161
the americas before columbus by dewey and edith farnsworth reviewed by
sorenson john L 1976 163429
among the mormons
cormons by william mulder and A russell mortensen reviewed by
smart lyman 1959 1173
an ancient american settingfor
setting for the book of mormon by john L sorenson
reviewed by warren bruce
W 1990 3303127
brucew
03127
approaching zion by hugh W nibley vol 9 of the collected works ofhugh
of hugh
nibley ed don norton reviewed by eugene england 1990 304104
april sixth by john C lefgren reviewed by brown S kent et al 1982
223375
As jor
for me and my house by emma lou thayne reviewed by bennion lowell L
asfor
1990 302124
1990302124
photo graphs of the west by john sterling harris and
barbed wire poetry and photographs
L douglas hill reviewed by short clarice 1976 162293
barkokhba
bar kokhba the rediscovery of the legendary hero of the last jewish revolt
against imperial rome by yigael yadin
badin reviewed by nibley hugh W

1973141115

beet sugar in the west A history of the utah idaho sugar company 1891 1966
by leonard J arrington reviewed by poll richard D 1967 81106
beginnings by carol lynn pearson reviewed by hart edward L 1968

83346
literature of the latter day saints by richard H cracroft
65
and neal E lambert reviewed by england eugene 1975 1533
153365
benediction A book of stories by neal chandler reviewed by bell elouise

A believing people

1990 30488
199030488

the best of lowell L bennion selected writings

1928 1988 by lowell L
bennion reviewed by godfrey kenneth W 1988 284110
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beyond human nature the contemporary debate over moral natural law by
gennino dante 1969
9101118
louis C midgley reviewed by germino
196 101118
B H roberts A biography by robert H malan reviewed by godfrey kenneth W
1967 81103
196781103

ezra thompson by annie clark
mark tanner reviewed by alexander
dark
thomas G 1976 162303
the bishop s horse race by blaine M and brenton G yorgason reviewed by
nelson jack A 1980 204438
the book and the map new insights into book of mormon geography by venice
priddis reviewed by sorenson john L 1976 163429
the book of isaiah A new translation with interpretive keys from the book of
mormon by avraham gileadi reviewed by skousen royal 1988
283124
bread and milk and other stories by eileen gibbons kump reviewed by
davidson karen lynn 1981 213379
brigham young university A house of faith by gary james bergera and ronald
priddis reviewed by poll richard D 1986 26289
A biography of

ofdestiny by ernest L wilkinson and
brigham young university A school of destiny
W cleon skousen reviewed by hill marvin S 1976 171124
the broken heart applying the atonement to lifes experiences by bruce C
hafen reviewed by millet robert L 1990 30459
brother brigham by eugene england reviewed by campbell eugene E 1981
1981

211125
brother to brother the story of the latter day saint missionaries who took the
gospel to black africa by rendell N mabey and gordon 1I allred
reviewed by bringhurst newell G 1988 283107
cormons by
building the city of god community and cooperation among the mormons
leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may reviewed by
hughes J R T 1977 172246
by grace are we saved by robert L millet reviewed by romney joseph B
1990
302113
1990302113
by the hands of wise men essays on the US constitution ed ray cole hillam
reviewed by cannon donald Q 1980 202219
zion the story of the first welsh mormon emigration by ronald D
the call of
ofzion
dennis reviewed by jensen richard L 1988 282124
camelot and the vision of albion by geoffrey ashe reviewed by burgon glade
1973 134592
1973134592
the canyons of grace by levi S peterson reviewed by england eugene 1983

231121
carthage conspiracy the trial of the accused assassins of joseph smith by
dallin H oaks and marvin S hill reviewed by hansen klaus 1976
163438
A certain testimony A mormon epic by R paul cracroft reviewed by tate
charles D jr 1980 204431
charles C rich mormon general and western frontiersman by leonard J
arrington reviewed by paul rodman W 1975 154537
charles darwin and the problem of creation by neal gillespie reviewed by
shedd
Sheri
sherd
ock richard 1982 221119
sherlock
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charles shumway A pioneers life by kenneth godfrey reviewed by owens
robert F 1974 151127
A christian natural theology by john B cobb jr reviewed by madsen
truman G 1965 63186
63186
christian reflections by C S lewis reviewed by bell elouise 1969 92221
mcintyre and
christopher layton colonizer statesman leader ed myron W mclntyre
noel R barton reviewed by barrett ivan J 1969 94512
the church encounters asia by spencer J palmer reviewed by dredge C paul
1970 111104
the church executive building the kingdom through leadership development
by kent lloyd et al reviewed by bentley joseph 1968 83350
19
91
1991
falness of times reviewed by lythgoe dennis L iggi
church history in the fulness

311115

collected poems of
charls Ssouthwell reviewed by bell
charts
charis
charls southwell by charis
chatis
ofcharik
ofcharis
elouise 1972 131106
commentary on the pearl of great price by george reynolds and janne M
sjodahl reviewed by clark
dark james R 1965 7183
the company we keep an ethics of fiction by wayne C booth reviewed by
kramer neal W 1990 301112
cormons in mid nineteenth century american
conflict and compromise the mormons
politics by J keith melville reviewed by shipps jan 1976 162301
counseling A guide to helping others by R lanier britsch and terrance D
olson reviewed by wood jodine J 1986 261131
261131
covered wagon women diaries and letters from the western trails 1840
1890 vol 111840
1840 1849 ed and comp kenneth L holmes reviewed by
launius roger D 1986 26294
cyrus E dallin let justice be done by rell G francis reviewed by olpin

robert S

1977

172249

david eccles pioneer western industrialist by leonard J arrington reviewed
1976 171119
by scamehorn lee 1976171119
david matthew kennedy banker statesman churchman by martin B hickman
reviewed by alexander thomas G 1988 282110
the dead sea scrolls and original christianity by 0 preston robinson
reviewed by rogers lewis M 1959 1168
the dead sea scrolls 1947 1969 by edmund wilson reviewed by anderson
richard lloyd 1969 101120
dear ellen two mormon women and their letters by S george ellsworth
reviewed by alexander thomas G 1975 153375
deciphering the geography of the book of mormon settlements and routes in
ancient america by F richard hauck reviewed by warren bruce W
1990 303127
defender of the faith the B H roberts story by truman G madsen reviewed
by alexander thomas G 1981 212248
desprets
Des
deserefs
deserets
erets sons of toil A history of the worker movements in territorial utah
1852 1896 by J kenneth davies reviewed by may dean L 1978
184598
dialogues with myself by eugene england reviewed by bushman claudia
1986 263111
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strong transcribed and annotated by mark A strang
of james JJ strang
reviewed by hansen klaus 1962 42178
discovering the world of the bible by lamar C berrett reviewed by scharffs
gilbert W 1974 143393
doctrinal commentary on the pearl of great price by hyrum L andrus
reviewed by rasmussen ellis T 1968 991111
1111
the doctrine and covenants vol 1 of studies in scripture ed robert L millet and
garrett
ett H dean 1986 263119
kent P jackson reviewed by gan
the documents of vatican 11II ed walter M abbott and joseph gallagher
reviewed by horsley A burt 1966 73246
early egyptian christianity from its origins to 451 CE by C wilfred griggs
reviewed by norman keith E 1991 312184
early mormonism and the magic world view by D michael quinn reviewed by
robinson stephen E 1987 27488
early mormonism and the magic world view by D michael quinn reviewed by
wilson william A 1987 27496
early mormonism and the magic world view by D michael quinn reviewed by
whittle benson 1987 274105
cormons by laurel B andrew reviewed by green
the early temples of the mormons
jon
jond
D 1979 193422
navajos by
the economics of sainthood religious change among the rimrock cavajos
kendall A blanchard reviewed by coates lawrence G 1981

the diary

lill
lili

211123

lany E morris reviewed by hall randall L
the edge of the reservoir by larry
292111
eerdmans handbook to christianity in america ed mark A noll et al
reviewed by backman milton V jr 1984 242252
elect ladies by janet peterson and larene gaunt reviewed by richards
mary stovall 1991 311103
emma the dramatic biography of emma smith by keith and ann terry
reviewed by cannon donald Q 1981 213381
of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow reviewed by beard
the encyclopedia ofmormonism
W 1991 31438
craig
craigw
craige
31438
the encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow reviewed by bitton
davis 1991 31431
31431
establishing zion the mormon church in the american west 1847 1869 by
eugene campbell reviewed by walker ronald W 1989 292126
eternal man by truman G madsen reviewed by riddle chauncey C 1968
1989

83354
cormons in america
liberty mormons
exiles in a land of ofliberty

1830 1846 by kenneth H
1 100
winn reviewed by grandstaff mark R 1990 30
loo
301100
the expanding church by spencer J palmer reviewed by madsen truman G
1979 192251
1979192251
mormons and the emigration of their british
expectations westward the cormons
converts in the nineteenth century by P A M taylor reviewed by
cannon M hamlin 196673236
1966 73236
exploding the myth about joseph smith the mormon prophet by F L stewart
reviewed by anderson richard lloyd 1968 8223
822311
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exploring the lands of the book ofmormon
ailen reviewed by
alien
of mormon by joseph L allen
palmer david A 1990 303136
303136
eyewitness accounts of the restoration by milton V backman jr reviewed by
porter larry C 1984 242242
the faith of a scientist by henry eyring reviewed by gardner john H 1968

84468
first and second nephi and jacob through mosiah vols

and 2 of doctrinal
commentary on the book of mormon by joseph fielding mcconkie and
robert L millett reviewed by voros J frederic jr 1989 292121
the first 100 years A history of the salt lake tribune 1871 1971 by 0 N
malmquist reviewed by campbell eugene E 1971 121142
fresh meat warm weather by joyce eliason reviewed by bradford mary L
1976 163432
from acorn to oak tree A personal history of the establishment and first
quarter development of the south american missions by frederick S
williams and frederick G williams reviewed by grover mark L 1988
1I

1I

282119
from prophet to son advice

ofjoseph
josfph F smith to his missionary sons by
of joseph
III and scott G kenney reviewed by cannon donald Q
hyrum M smith 111
1983
231126
1983231126
from puritan to yankee character and the social order in connecticut 1690
1765 by richard L bushman reviewed by backman milton V jr
1968 82237
from the yaroslavsky station russia perceived by elizabeth pond reviewed by
browning gary L 1985 251178
frontier fiddler the life of a northern arizona pioneer by kenner casteel
kartchner reviewed by hicks michael 1990 30496
A gathering of saints A true story of murder and deceit by robert lindsey
reviewed by whittaker david J 1989 29167
cumming 1857 1858 by ray C
the genteel gentile letters of elizabeth gumming
canning and beverly beeton reviewed by campbell eugene E 1978

191127
Apost asies of 1874
the gentile comes to cache valley A study of the logan apostasies
and the establishment of non mormon churches in cache valley 1873
1913 by A J simmonds reviewed by alexander thomas G 1977
172252
god man and the universe by hyrum L andrus reviewed by matthews
robert J 1969 101127
gods fools plays of mitigated conscience by thomas F rogers reviewed by
england eugene 1986 263114
the golden legacy A folk history ofj
ofa golden kimball by thomas E cheney
reviewed by crawley peter L 1975 1533
82
153382
goodbye hello by marilyn brown reviewed by cracroft richard H 1984
242243
A good time coming mormon letters to scotland ed frederick stewart
buchanan reviewed by thorp malcolm R 1989 293121
290121
29312
great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900
by leonard J arrington
arlington reviewed by poll richard D 1960 3165
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guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies by davis bitton reviewed by
flake chad J 1978 184587
A guide to scriptural symbols by joseph fielding mcconkie and donald W
parry reviewed by walker steven C 1991 311117
gulab
gulag archipelago 1918 1956 an experiment in literary investigation by
alexander solzhenitsyn reviewed by bohac rodney D 1985 251175
haggai zechariah 1 8 by carol L meyers and eric M meyers reviewed by
robinson stephen E 1988 284120
Hand carts to zion by leroy R hafen reviewed by tyler S lyman 1960
handcarts

22271

harvest of contemporary mormon poems ed eugene england and dennis
clark reviewed by cracroft richard H 1990 302119
dark
heaven knows why by samuel W taylor reviewed by cracroft richard H
1979 201124
heber C kimball mormon patriarch and pioneer by stanley B kimball
1982 221121
reviewed by walker ronald W 1982221121

historic sites and markers along the mormon and other great western trails by
stanley B kimball reviewed by porter larry C 1989 292114
history and faith reflections of a mormon historian by richard D poll
reviewed by ellsworth S george 1990 30194
history as a tool in critical interpretation A symposium by monroe C
beardsley et al ed thomas F rugh and erin R silva reviewed by
clark
dark
oark marden J 1979 192253
A history of russia by nicholas riasanovsky reviewed by bohac rodney D
1985 251175
A history of soviet russia by M K dziewanowski reviewed by bohac rodney D
1985 251175
mormons in photographs and text 1830 to the present by
the history of the cormons
douglas F tobler and nelson B wadsworth reviewed by holzapfel
richard neitzel et al 1990 30475
history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints by

F henry edwards reviewed by rich russell R 1970 104500
arzun reviewed by fielding R kent 1960
the house of intellect by jacques Bbarzun

22268
iconography by may swenson reviewed by nielsen veneta 1970 111107
iconographs
illusions of innocence protestant primitivism in america 1630 1875 by
alien
ailen reviewed by backman
richard T hughes and C leonard allen
milton V jr 1990 30479
ina coolbrith librarian and laureate of california by josephine dewitt
rhodehamel and raymond francis wood reviewed by jones helen
hinckley 1975 154545
nauvoo everyday life in the city of ofjoseph
oldnauvoo
in old
joseph by george W givens
oid
reviewed by cannon donald Q 1991 311113
in search of the republic by richard vetterli and gary bryner reviewed by
ailen
allen
alien william B 1990 30189
isaiah prophet seer and poet by victor L ludlow reviewed by hoskisson
paul Y 19
8 3 2345
1983
03
234503
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its you and me lord by alan gerald cherry
1971 112210
1971112210

241
reviewed by wilcox reed N

jewish people jewish thought the jewish experience in history by robert M
seltzer reviewed by rasmussen dennis 1982 221125
john lyon the life of a pioneer poet by T edgar lyon jr reviewed by
hartley william G 1990 30492
the john taylor papers records of the last utah pioneer vol 1 1836 1877
1877 1887 the president by samuel W taylor
the apostle and vol 221877
and raymond W taylor reviewed by grandstaff mark R 1986

263120
joseph smith and the restoration by ivan J barrett reviewed by durham reed
C

jr

1968

83342

joseph smith and world government by hyrum L andrus reviewed by riggs
robert E 1959 1171
1171
joseph smith selected sermons and writings ed robert L millet reviewed by
bitton davis 1990 302109
joseph smiths new england heritage by richard lloyd anderson reviewed by
cannon donald Q 1972123327
1972 123327
joseph smiths new translation of the bible ed paul A wellington reviewed
by matthews robert J 1970 111111
joseph smiths new york reputation reexamined by rodger 1I anderson
reviewed by hill marvin S 1990 30470
joseph smiths revision of the bible by robert J matthews reviewed by sperry
1970 104496
sidney B 1970104496
joseph smith the first mormon by donna hill reviewed by bitton davis
1977 173376
1977173376

joseph smith the prophet by truman G madsen reviewed by leonard glen M
1990

30467

joseph smith 111
III
ili
lii pragmatic prophet by roger D launius reviewed by russell
william D 1989 291128
addison pratt ed S george ellsworth reviewed by van orden
the journals of
ofaddison
bruce A 1991 312181
312181
J reuben clark
dark jr the public years by frank W fox reviewed by riggs
robert E 1982 221113
juanita brooks mormon woman historian by levi S peterson reviewed by
beecher maureen ursenbach 1989 294123
juanita brooks mormon woman historian by levi S peterson reviewed by
bringhurst newell G 1989 294117
juanita brooks mormon woman historian by levi S peterson reviewed by
midgley louis C 1989 294127
A kingdom transformed themes in the development of
mormonism by gordon
ofmormonism
shepherd and gary shepherd reviewed by peterson paul H 1986
122
263263122

king of beaver island

strong by
the life and assassination of james jesse strang

roger van noord reviewed by alien
allen
ailen james

B

1991

311107

korean american relations vol 2 ed and comp spencer J palmer reviewed
by harrison J A 1964 52129
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stand
kanaka stany
ku kanaktand
Kanak
tand tall

hawaiian values by george hueu
sanford kanahele reviewed by pratte paul alfred 1986 263125
latter day saints and the sabbath by russel J thomsen reviewed by nielsen
F
kent 1971 121133
ffient
kent
the latter day saints in the modern day world by william J whalen reviewed
by yam david H jr 1964 53247
nonna
leadership and human relations by neil J flinders reviewed by rohde norma
1970 104498
1970104498
lenin lives the lenin cult in soviet russia by nina tumarkin reviewed by
B
bohac rodney D 1985 251175
political biography ofj
let em holler A apolitical
ofa bracken lee by dennis L lythgoe
A searchfor
search jor
for

reviewed by peterson F ross 1983 232244
stalinism by roy
ofstalinism
let history judge the origins and consequences of
medvedev reviewed by bohac rodney D 1985 251175
letters of brigham young to his sons ed dean C jessee reviewed by layton
stanford J 1975 153378
letters of long ago by agnes reid reviewed by alexander thomas G 1978
1978

153375
the life before by brent L top reviewed by harrell charles R 1990
301108
the life of lenin by louis fischer reviewed by bohac rodney D 1985
251175
the lion of the lord A biography of brigham young by stanley P hirshson
reviewed by arrington leonard J 1970 102240
the lord of experience by clinton F larson reviewed by harris john B
1968

82240

lore of faith and folly ed thomas E cheney austin fife and juanita brooks

reviewed by strebel george L 1973 141126
the lost the found by gale tampico boyd reviewed by bell elouise 1972

131104

policy american power groups and their ideologies by
R joseph monsen jr and mark W cannon reviewed by anderson
desmond L 1966 7323
732311
making higher education christian the history and mission of evangelical
colleges in america by joel A carpenter and kenneth W shipps
reviewed by flinders neil J 1988 284107
the making of a mormon apostle the story of Rudger clawson by david S
hoopes and roy hoopes reviewed by walker ronald W 1991 31374
cormons
Mor mons the journal of william clayton ed james B allen
manchester mormons
ailen and
alien
thomas B alexander reviewed by mulder william 1976 162290
the mantle of the prophet and other plays by clinton F larson reviewed by
culmsee carlton 1967 81108
marriage and family gospel insights by stephen R covey and truman G
earlfred 1985 253125
carlfred
madsen reviewed by broderick Carlfred
massacre at mountain meadows an american legend and a monumental crime
82
by william wise reviewed by arrington leonard J 1977 1733
173382
maynard dixon artist of the west by wesley M burnside
Bum side reviewed by tyler
ron 1975 154542

the makers of public
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the maze ofmormonism
of Mormonism by walter R martin reviewed by anderson richard
lloyd 1964 6157
soe reviewed by
widtsoe
the message of the doctrine and covenants by john A Widt
10
doxey roy W 1969 945
94510
messages of the first presidency vol 1 comp james R clark
mark
dark reviewed by
andrus hyrum L 1965 63178
messages of the first presidency vol 2 comp james R clark
mark
dark reviewed by
hunter milton R 1966 72159
messages of the first presidency vol 3 comp james R mark
clark
dark reviewed by
jessee dean C 1967 8195

money matters in your marriage by quinn G mckay and william A tillman
reviewed by smith robert J 1971 121140
A more Ec
ellent
eilent way by neal A maxwell reviewed by dyer william G
excellent
1968 84463
196884463
more faith than fear the los angeles stake story by chad M orton reviewed
by anderson A gary 1989 292109
mormon arts vol 1 ed lorin F wheelwright and lael J woodbury reviewed
by oman richard G 1973 134590
mormon arts vol 1 ed lorin F wheelwright and lael J woodbury reviewed
Schimmel pfenning dorothy J 1973 134588
by schimmelpfenning
A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 books pamphlets periodicals and
Broad sides relating to the first century of
mormonism ed chad J flake
broadsides
ofmormonism
reviewed by clement
dement russell T 1979 194544
the mormon church A basic history by dean hughes reviewed by peterson
paul H 1988 281125
the mormon conflict by norman F furniss reviewed by melville J keith
1961 3275
19613275

mormon gold the story of Cali
californias
fornias mormon argonauts by J kenneth
davies reviewed by taylor samuel W 1985 253130
mormon in motion the life and journals ofjames
of james H hart 1825 1906 in
england france and america by edward L hart reviewed by tate
charles D jr 1978 191125
mormonism A faith for all cultures ed F lamond tullis reviewed by
stagner ishmael 1980 203311
mormonism and music A history by michael hicks reviewed by welch james
1990 304100
1990304100

mormonism in germany A history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day
saints in germany by gilbert scharffs reviewed by tobler douglas F
1971
112213
1971112213

mormonism
smss negro policy social and historical origins by stephen G
Mormoni
10
taggart reviewed by wilcox reed N 1971 1122
112210
mormonism the story of a new religious tradition by jan shipps reviewed by
bradford M gerald 1988
282113
1988282113
A mormon mother an autobiography by annie clark
mark
dark tanner reviewed by
harris john B 1974 143396
the mormon murders A true story of greed forgery deceit and death by
steven naifeh and gregory white smith reviewed by whittaker david J
1989 29167
198929167
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mormon polygamous families life in the principle by jessie L embry
kahline 1988 283117
reviewed by mehr kahlile
mormons by thomas F odea reviewed by empey lamar T 1959
the cormons

1169
mormons and their historians by davis bitton and leonard J arlington
cormons
arrington
reviewed by van orden bruce A 1989 292117
mormons at the missouri 1846 1852 and should we die by richard E
cormons
bennett reviewed by holmes gail geo 1988 283113
mormons in early victorian britain ed richard L jensen and malcolm R
cormons
thorp reviewed by watt ronald G 1990 30485
mormons in the pacific A bibliography comp russell T clement reviewed by
cormons
britsch R lanier 1982 22225
2222511
mormon thunder A documentary history ofjedediah
of Jedediah morgan grant by gene A
sessions reviewed by walker ronald W 1983 234508
warner and styne M slade reviewed by britsch
the mormon way by james A wamer
todd A 1976 171121
171121
mormon women speak A collection of essays ed mary lythgoe bradford
reviewed by Surn
slon sondra 1984 24
sion
1111
sumsion
241111
mormon women speak A collection of essays ed mary lythgoe bradford
reviewed by williams camille S 1984 241114
mr wahlquist in yellowstone and other stones
stories by douglas H thayer reviewed
by bradford mary L 1990 30192
name index to the library of congress collection of mormon diaries by special
ill
lii library utah state university reviewed
merrill
collections department men
menill
by flake chad J 1972 123319
nauvoo kingdom abn
on the mississippi by robert bruce flanders reviewed by
bn
berrett lamar C 1966 73242
nauvoo the city of ofjoseph
joseph by david E and delia
deila S miller reviewed by
della
leonard glen M 1974 151125
new geologic map of utah by utah geological survey reviewed by hansen
george H 1964 5325
532511
the new religions of korea ed spencer J palmer reviewed by hyer paul V
1968 91109
news prom
newstrom
from molokai by alfons L kom reviewed by morris robert J 1977
newsfrom

173379
new views of mormon history essays in honor of leonard JJ arrington
ed davis bitton and maureen ursenbach beecher reviewed by albrecht
stan
stanlL 1988 281123
nightfall at nauvoo by samuel W taylor reviewed by lambert neal E 1972

123331
not in vain the inspiring story of
ellis shipp pioneer woman doctor
odellis
ofellis
by susan evans mccloud reviewed by embry jessie L 1985 253128
nuclear war nuclear peace by leon wieseltier reviewed by evenson
william E 1985 251182
old mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and guide
by richard N holzapfel and T jeffery cottle reviewed by cannon
donald Q 1991 311113
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old testament and related studies by hugh W nibley vol I1 of the collected
works of hugh nibley ed gary gillum et al reviewed by jackson
kent P 1988 284114
men ill
one hundred steps down mesas past by W earl menill
iii reviewed by godfrey
merrill
kenneth W 1973 134597
on the potters wheel the diaries ofheber C kimball ed stanley B kimball
reviewed by peterson paul H 1989 291125
an ordered love sex roles and sexuality in victorian utopias the shakers
cormons
the mormons
Mor mons and the oneida community by louis kern
kem reviewed by
olsen steven L 1982 221109
orrin porter rockwell man of god son of thunder by harold schindler
1 100
reviewed by alexander thomas G 1967 881100
loo
orrin porter rockwell man of god son of thunder by harold schindler
reviewed by cracroft richard H 1984 243389
orson hyde by howard H banon
on reviewed by hill marvin S 1978184585
1978 184585
barron
ban
our latter day hymns the stories and the messages by karen lynn davidson
reviewed by hicks michael 1988 282120
out of the best books vol 1 by bruce B clark
mark and robert K thomas reviewed
dark
gerritit jr 1965 7185
genit
by de jong gen
cormons by gustive 0 larson reviewed by
outline of history of utah and the mormons
rich russell R 1959 21106
over the mormon trail by helen hinckley jones reviewed by pedersen

C jr 1964
lyman
52131
196452131
lymancjr
the pearl of great price comprehensive concordance by thomas A curtis and
jeffrey hill reviewed by harris james R 1975 153380
joseph smith ed and comp dean C jessee reviewed
the personal writings of ofjoseph
by hill marvin S 1985 253117
of mormon theology by sterling M mcmurrin
the philosophical foundations ofmormon
1 10
reviewed by madsen truman G 1959
1959 221101
pillar of light A historical novel vol 1 of the work and the glory by
gerald N lund reviewed by cracroft richard H 1991 31377
1

A

plainer translation joseph smiths translation of the bible A history and
commentary by robert J matthews reviewed by howard richard P
1976
162297
1976162297

comans struggle with modern day
polygamists wife the true story of one womans
men ill
pseudo
iii pseud
polygamy by melissa menill
reviewed by bell elouise 1976
merrill
163435
population resources and the future non malthusian perspective
ed howard M bahr bruce A chadwick and darwin L thomas
reviewed by gardner john H 1973 134594
prentice alvin by orson scott card reviewed by stout W bryan 1989
293113
karl heinz schnibbe with alan F keele and douglas F tobler
the price by karlheinz
reviewed by cracroft richard H 1985 253132
the prophet joseph smith essays on the life and mission of joseph smith
ed larry C porter and susan easton black reviewed by bachman
danel W et al 1988 284103
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prophet oxblood
ervil lebaron and the lambs of god by
of blood the untold story of
ofervil
ofblood
ben bradlee jr and dale van atta reviewed by bishop M guy 1983

232239
psychology and the human dilemma by rollo may reviewed by cline victor B
1967 8198
19678198
quest por
the questfor
for america by geoffrey ashe et al reviewed by sorenson john L
1972 123329
1972123329
quest
mark james R 1969
jor
questfor
dark
for empire by klaus J hansen reviewed by clark

92225
quest por
flight from american pluralism by marvin S
questfor
for refuge the mormon flightfrom
1 100
loo
301100
hill reviewed by grandstaff mark R 1990 30
Rain
flowers by marilyn mcmeen miller reviewed by nielsen veneta 1969
rainflowers
101130
red prophet by orson scott card reviewed by stout W bryan 1989
293113
judaeo christian parallels ed truman G madsen
reflections on mormonism judano
reviewed by kenney scott 1980 204433
religion and sexuality three american communal experiments of the nineteenth
century by lawrence foster reviewed by olsen steven L 1982 221109
religion in america by winthrop S hudson reviewed by backman milton V jr
1966

73239

religious seekers and the advent of mormonism by dan vogel reviewed by
underwood grant 1990 301120
A reply to the church of the firstborn
First born of the fulness
falness of times by henry W
richards reviewed by rich russell R 1965 7180
Mc Kieman
kleman
the restoration movement essays in mormon history ed F mark mckiernan
alma R blair and paul M edwards reviewed by flake chad J 1975

153372
restoration scriptures A study of their textual development by richard P
howard reviewed by matthews robert J 1970 102245
ring of truth A translators testimony by J B phillips reviewed by anderson
richard lloyd 1969 92229
romanovs
vs autocrats ofall
russias by W bruce lincoln reviewed
ali the dussias
ail
Romano
the romanova
of all
cfall
by bohac rodney D 1985 251175
roots 0of modern mormonism by mark P leone reviewed by olsen steven L

f1980

202222

the rummage sale by donald R marshall

reviewed by bell elouise 1974

151121
russia broken idols solemn dreams by david K shipler reviewed
by browning gary L 1985 251178
the russians by hedrick smith reviewed by browning gary L 1985
251178
russia the people and the power by robert G kaiser reviewed by browning
gary L 1985 251178
the saga of the book of abraham by jay M todd reviewed by harris james R
1969 101125
1969101125
the saints and the union utah territory during the civil war by E B long
reviewed by campbell eugene E 1982 224500
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saints on the seas A maritime history of mormon migration by conway B
sonne reviewed by hartley william G 1985 25286
salamander the story of the mormon forgery murders by linda sillitoe
and alien
allen
ailen D roberts reviewed by whittaker david J 1989

29167
samuel claridge pioneering the outposts of
zion by S george ellsworth
ofzion
reviewed by godfrey kenneth W 1990 30197
sanpete scenes A guide to utahs heart by gary B peterson and lowell C
1988 282116
bennion reviewed by geary edward A 1988282116
science and religion toward a more useful dialogue vols I1 and 2
ed wilford M hess raymond T matheny and conlu
donlu D thayer vol 2
reviewed by evenson william E 1980 203313
the second coming popular millenarianism 1780 1850 by J F C harrison
reviewed by thorp malcolm R 1981 214534
security in a world of change ed lee W farnsworth and richard B gray
reviewed by riggs robert E 1970 104491
the sensitive manipulator by william G dyer reviewed by flinders neil J
1973
134587
1973134587
A sermon in the desert belief and behavior in early st george utah by larry M
logue reviewed by mauss armand
annand L 1990 301116
seven american utopias the architecture of communitarian socialism 1790
1975 by dolores hayden reviewed by luce W ray 1978 184589
seventh son by orson scott card reviewed by stout W bryan 1989 293113

shrinking history on freud and the failure of
ofpsychohistory
Psychohistory by david E
psychohistory
stannard reviewed by britsch R lanier 1983 232248
since cumorah by hugh W nibley reviewed by stecher alexander T 1968

84465
since cumorah by hugh W nibley vol 7 of the collected works of hugh
nibley ed john W welch reviewed by england eugene 1990 304104
sisters and little saints one hundred years of primary by carol cornwall
madsen and susan staker oman reviewed by smith ida et al 1981
1981

212245
smoking and politics policymaking in the federal bureaucracy by A lee
fritschler reviewed by kimball william clayton 1970 104493
the soviet union today an interpretive guide ed james cracraft reviewed by
browning gary L 1985 251178
spaces in the sage by emma lou thayne reviewed by bell elouise 1972

131108
spectrum of catholic attitudes ed robert campbell reviewed by midgley
louis C 1969 94506
spectrum of protestant beliefs ed robert campbell reviewed by backman
milton V jr 1969 94503
spencer W kimball by edward L kimball and andrew E kimball jr reviewed
by england eugene et al 1978 184591
spiritual roots of human relations by stephen R covey reviewed by dark
mark
clark
1970 111108
harold glen 1970111108
stalin as revolutionary 1879 1929 A study in history and personality by
robert C tucker reviewed by bohac rodney D 1985 251175
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story of the latter day saints by james B alien
ailen and glen M leonard
allen
reviewed by ellsworth S george 1977 172241
strangers in paradox explorations in mormon theology by margaret and paul
toscano reviewed by poll richard D 1991 312188
312188
studies in asian genealogy ed spencer J palmer reviewed by rockwood
1 110
131110
fred W et al 1972 13
lio
llo
succession in the church by reed C durham jr and steven H heath reviewed
by jeffrey duane E 1971 112207
summer fire by douglas H thayer reviewed by geary edward A 1984

the

wetal

242250
of the mormon religion by sterling M mcmurrin
reviewed by madsen truman G 1968 91103
these early americans external evidences of the book of mormon by paul
cheesman reviewed by sorenson john L 1976 163429
they are my friends A history of the joseph knight family 1825 1850 by
william G hartley reviewed by porter larry C 1988 281127
the third reich and the christian churches A documentary account of the
christian resistance and complicity during the nazi era ed peter
matheson reviewed by tobler douglas F 1982 222252
the third thousand years by W cleon skousen reviewed by sperry sidney B
1965 63189
three who made a revolution by bertram D wolfe reviewed by bohac
rodney D 1985 251175
to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues ed truman G madsen
and charles D tate jr reviewed by geary edward A 1972 123321
to utah with the dragoons and glimpses of life in arizona and california
1858 1859 ed harold D langley reviewed by poll richard D 1976

the theological foundations

162295
treason against god A history of the offense of blasphemy by leonard W
levy reviewed by thorp malcolm R 1982 224497
joseph by jack west reviewed by sorenson john L 1976
trial of the stick of ofjoseph
163429
ofdiscipleship
discipleship the story of william clayton a mormon by james B
trials of
1988 283110
ailen
alien
allen reviewed by hardy B cannon 1988283110
truth by reason and by revelation by frank B salisbury reviewed by nielsen
F
kent 1965 7187
ffient
kent
truth will prevail the rise of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
the british isles 1837 1987 ed V ben bloxham james R moss and
larry C porter reviewed by watt ronald G 1990 30482
twelve mormon homes visited in succession on a journey through utah to
arizona by elizabeth wood kane reviewed by campbell eugene E
1975 154543
1975154543
twentieth century russia by donald W treadgold reviewed by bohac
rodney D 1985 251175
understanding paul by richard lloyd anderson reviewed by jackson kent P
1984 242239
uranium fever or no talk under 1 million by raymond W taylor and
samuel W taylor reviewed by alexander thomas G 1970 111114
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A guide to the state by ward J

249
roylance reviewed by arrington leonard J

1982 224502
1982224502
of one crying in the wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer
1793 1876 by F mark mckiernan
Mc
reviewed by russell william D
Kieman
1973 134584
voices
from the past diaries journals and autobiographies ed leonard J
voicesfrom
arrington reviewed by grandstaff mark R 1983 234502
walting
waiting
jor the flash by paris anderson reviewed by fanner
waitingfor
farmer gladys C 1990
for

the voice

kleman

302116
war conscription conscience and mormonism ed gordon C thomasson
reviewed by hillam ray cole 1971 12113
1211311
warfare and the book of mormon in warfare in the book of mormon
by hugh W nibley reviewed by england eugene 1990 304104
the way to the sun by david W barrus reviewed by taylor J lewis 1974
143395
weapons and hope by freeman dyson reviewed by evenson william E

what

1985
251182
1985251182
Is history by edward hallett

carr reviewed by jensen de lamar 1964

52133

whos who
chos

in the book of mormon rev ed by robert J matthews reviewed
by ricks eldin 1968 83353
why the church Is As true as the gospel by eugene england reviewed by
bushman claudia 1986 263111
william spry man of firmness governor of utah by william L roper
and leonard J arrington reviewed by melville J keith 1972

123325
windows on the sea and other stories by linda sillitoe reviewed by england
karin anderson 1991 31382
walker by blaine M yorgason reviewed by nelson jack A 1980
windwalker
the Wind

204438
wit and whimsey in mormon history by davis bitton reviewed by lythgoe
dennis L 1975 154541
154541
A woman of destiny by orson scott card reviewed by geary edward A 1984

242246
comans choices the relief society legacy lectures reviewed by embry
A womans
jessie L 1986 26296
womens voices an untold history of the latter day saints 1830 1900
ed kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey and jill mulvay derr
den
reviewed by cracroft richard H 1983 232241
the word of god essays on mormon scripture ed dan vogel reviewed by
epperson steven 1991 31366

the words of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo
discourses of the prophet joseph ed andrew F ehat and lyndon W
cook reviewed by jessee dean C 1981 214529
the world of Josephus by G A williamson reviewed by swensen russel B
1965 63183
196563183

youth and the hazards of affluence the high school and college years by
graham B blaine jr reviewed by moench louis G 1966 73248
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zane grey s arizona by kandace C kant reviewed by peterson charles S
1985 253126
zinnie stokes zinnie stokes by donald R marshall reviewed by geary
edward A 1984 242249
zion in the courts A legal history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1830 1900 by edwin brown firmage and richard collin
mangrum reviewed by alexander thomas G 1989 293124
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